A STOP Security Plate is the most cost-effective, anti-theft, recovery, and Asset Management System available. Which is good, because whether your equipment is lost or stolen at school, on the bus, playing field or anywhere else, replacing equipment is an expense no one wants to face.

Effective Deterrence
The value of your hi-tech equipment also makes it a target. STOP Security Plates significantly reduce the percentage of theft by clearly marking your equipment as an obvious liability for any would-be thief. Our patented system integrates a highly visible security plate. Under that, there’s a chemically bonded tattoo stating “Stolen Property” that even a determined thief can’t remove and would find virtually impossible to explain to a potential purchaser.

STOP Security Plates retain your property’s value while it’s under your control, but if ever stolen, the prominently displayed plate and the tattoo beneath completely remove any value on the resale market.

Recovery
The value of STOP Security Plates goes beyond deterrence. If your equipment is just misplaced, STOP Security Plates are marked with a unique registration number that dramatically increases the incidence of recovery by providing an easy way for the finder to do the right thing.

If someone finds your lost STOP-plated equipment where it shouldn’t be, they simply contact STOP on our toll-free 24-hour hotline or connect with us online. STOP will make the necessary arrangements to get your machine back to you quickly.

STOP Security Tracking of Office Property
17 High Street
Norwalk, CT 06851
Phone: +1 800 488 STOP (7867)
E-mail: stopcontact@stoptheft.com
Web: www.stoptheft.com
With STOP security plates, you’ll have peace of mind knowing that the cost of education no longer includes computer theft and loss.

**Protection That Works**

STOP Security Plates:
- Prevent theft by eliminating illicit resale market value
- Thwart both professional and opportunistic thieves
- Create obstacles thieves cannot avoid
- Discourage unauthorized use
- Provide best opportunity for recovery
- Link equipment with individual users
- Facilitate recovery via our 24-hour toll-free equipment identification hotline
- Provide the most cost-effective deterrence, recovery and lifetime protection system on the market

**Asset Management**

When using STOP Security Plates, every protected device can be registered without additional charge in STOP Monitor, our web-based Asset Tracking database, making inventory management easier than ever. For in-house management, STOP Monitor lets you keep track of who has what, when it’s due back and reminds you when it’s overdue.

**R.O.I. the Right Way**

For as little as $8.75 per unit (in quantities of 500 or more), STOP Security Plates can be affixed to your existing equipment. For added convenience, they can be pre-installed and accurately registered in STOP Monitor as part of your order by computer manufacturers such as Dell, HP and Apple, and by Value-Added Resellers. Your equipment will arrive under STOP protection from the very first day.